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A unique vocational course for aspiring young dancers.

COURSE OVERVIEW AND OUTLINE

THE SENIOR PROFESSIONAL VOCATIONAL COURSE is
specifically for young people seeking a professional career in dance
and the performing arts, who want to commit to a full dance training.
To gain entry into the finest vocational dance academies post 16/ 18,
extraordinarily high standards are expected. This course is designed to
meet those standards.
The DANSACADEMY is unique, however, in offering a training
programme without having to fund a private education alongside. Our
carefully designed curriculum totals 17 ½ hours per week of full
vocational dance training, thereby providing an equivalent training to
that of a full time dance/ stage school (which also has to provide a
school education) at a fraction of the cost. The DANSACADEMY has
the huge advantage of allowing pupils to remain in their current school
environment, retaining their full education opportunities and facilities
that your local school can offer and maintaining the full selection of
educational subjects. The structure of the course also allows students
to stay at home, thereby hugely reducing the costs to parents and
making a full training programme for serious young dancers possible
for more families.
The DANSACADEMY will benefit all young people aged 12 to 18
considering a career in the performing arts and recognises the huge
diversification of skills required of modern professional performers.
Genres include Ballet, Modern, Tap, Contemporary, Jazz, Repertoire,
Historical Dance, Drama, Musical Theatre and Singing (optional
extra). This approach to dance training will keep students on a par with
children studying at full time dance/stage schools from the age of 11,
who until now, have had an advantage over part time establishments
due the sheer number of hours they can devote to dance classes.
Dance training requires dedication, a serious approach and skilled and
experienced tuition. As well as their dedication to this programme,
teachers at the DANSACADEMY work widely in the profession and
teach in other renowned vocational academies. They are well versed in
the demands of the profession and have a thorough knowledge of
training students to the required standard.
Every student will receive an assessment at the end of each year and a
report detailing their progress and their ongoing suitability for the
course. Each student receives audition support and ongoing nutritional
advice to sustain the rigours of a dance training and to remain a
healthy dancer.
As a recognition of the training available at the DANSACADEMY,
The Moscow City Ballet Company have offered suitable students the
opportunity to audition for a chance to perform with the company on
their UK tour.
Payment is spread out over 12 monthly instalments.
Price £240 per month (equivalent to £4.30 per hour)

THE PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR PRE-VOCATIONAL COURSE
The DANSACADEMY’S junior programme is designed to widen the
student’s versatility and create a strong and solid technique and
understanding of what is required of a professional dancer. This
training leads into the full vocational programme above. Hours and
classes are structured to accommodate and nurture the young and
growing body. Students are introduced to a selection of dance genres
to discover their preferred style and where their strengths lay.
This is a preparatory course for enthusiastic younger students already
considering a career in dance, for ages 9-12 years. It involves training
outside school hours for a total of 8 hours per week. Genres include
Ballet, Modern, Tap, Historical Dance, Repertoire, Drama, Musical
Theatre and Singing (optional extra).
Payment is spread over 12 monthly instalments.
£110 per month (equivalent to £4.30 per hour)

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
This course is set up to provide students with a thorough and intensive
training which will set the foundations for them to become exceptional
and versatile dancers ready to take on the demands of a full time
training at 16/18. Our dedicated and experienced staff fully understand
the importance of nurturing young talent, alongside the necessity of
harnessing technical prowess in perfecting the principals of classical
ballet, contemporary and jazz dance technique whilst also allowing the
love and passion for dance to develop in all students and encouraging
the freedom of movement and self expression.
Students are formally assessed at the end of each year and will receive
a written report and advice on their progress and continuing suitability
for the programme. Assessment policies and procedures and
expectations will be clearly explained to all students.
It is vital that professional dancers today, are versatile and be able to
meet the rigours and demands placed on them by the diverse repertoire
and choreography of all future employment. For this reason students
study a range of dance genres on the course, principally including
ballet, contemporary, jazz, musical theatre, tap, repertoire, modern and
drama.
Students will be given performance opportunities in the school’s
regular events, the main production every two years, and the
opportunity to audition to perform with Moscow City Ballet on their
UK tour. All students are expected to enter for the annual
Choreographic Competition.
Students will be entered for examinations of The Royal Academy of
Dance, The Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing and LAMDA.
Additional workshops and holiday courses will be offered where
appropriate and as required.
Classes are scheduled weekdays after school, allowing weekends free
for those accepted to attend recognised associate programmes.

MISSION
Our mission is:
To prepare young dancers for a life in dance and the performing arts, securing a solid foundational
training.
To nurture knowledge and understanding of the life of a professional dancer and the self-discipline to
maintain professional practice.
To offer an in depth training method, focusing on developing technique and giving guidance in identifying
strengths, areas for improvement and personal goals.
To create a safe, exciting and passionate community with other talented children who share the same goals
and ambitions to have a career in dance.
To provide a solid foundation in dance technique and fully rounded student that can adapt to their
preferred style of training at 16-18.
To support and encourage each student’s achievements in their current educational environment.
To create a diverse learning environment delivering a challenging and supportive learning experience.
To promote creativity and knowledge in the wider spectrum of Art and Music.

GENRES

Ballet: Daily classes in ballet allow the student to perfect and
strengthen posture and placement required in all dance disciplines as
well as establishing purity of line and co-ordination alongside
developing artistry and musicality.
Classes focus on the student understanding the principles of classical
ballet technique in relation to their physique and other dance
disciplines. Exams are offered in The Royal Academy of Dances
higher grades and graded vocational syllabus from Intermediate
Foundation to Advanced 2.

Contemporary: Contemporary classes challenge students to explore
moving outside of the basic frame of the body in conjunction with the
foundations of classical ballet. Contemporary is an essential technique
for a dancer's training in that it allows students to experience
alternative ways of movement. This will produce a dancer that is
versatile and able to adapt to many different choreographic challenges.
Although Contemporary dance keeps the beautiful lines of classical
ballet, it uses more flexibility of the entire body to stretch those lines
in order achieve a fuller range of motion. The students are encouraged
to build an understanding of the different ways of expression through
dance and obtain a broader language of movement.

Jazz: Jazz dance is a stylized and energetic form of dance that uses a
series of fast and intricate movements choreographed to reflect the
different rhythms and themes in jazz and contemporary music. This
combination of technique, style, and spontaneous movement develops
strength, core stability and flexibility improving coordination and
increasing speed, at the same time as providing a personal and highly
creative means of expression. Basic jazz techniques are taught in the
beginning level, while added style, rhythm, and faster paces are
introduced as students’ progress through the higher levels of jazz
technique.

Modern: once a week classes preparing for ISTD exams. Modern
class involves an introduction to the different techniques of modern
dance. Students’ dance vocabulary will be expanded using off-balance
movements and transition steps through floor connection. Stage
presence will also be enhanced with the use of musicality and
improvisation. Modern is also essential to a dancer’s education in that
it provides a broad concept of rhythm, interpretation, expression, and
full-body movement, and is an excellent means of self-discipline and
self-discovery of a heightened natural concept of movement.

Tap: once a week classes preparing for ISTD exams. Tap dance
enhances students’ control, balance, and coordination. The quick
footwork acquired through classes, allows the student to develop a
good sense of timing through the rhythms and sequences that tap
training dictates. Students will begin with basic tap technique,
adding speed, repetition and more complex and stylistic
choreography and difficulty as the programme progresses

Drama: Once a week group lesson covering drama skills to enhance
characterisation and performance through mime, improvisation,
devising and working with text. LAMDA examinations in
Communication and Performance are offered. LAMDA
exams encourage imaginative and confident expression, the
development of creativity, an awareness of dramatic framework and
the disciplines required for successful performance. Students
wishing to be submitted for exams would be expected to attend
additional lessons as required.

Repertoire: Students will study various pieces and excerpts from the
classical repertoire of the Moscow City Ballet in preparation to
audition for the chance to appear in performance with the company
during their UK tour. Students will learn variations as well as corps
de ballet excerpts, while focusing both on the technicality of the
piece, as well as the artistic and historic meaning behind each
character and movement.

Historical Dance: Early court dances have had a major influence on
the classical ballet technique since its beginnings in 1661. Study of
these dances from the 18th and 19th centuries promotes the posture,
poise style and use of head and arms in classical ballet, whilst
developing coordination artistry and musicality. The formations and
choreography of these dances introduces the student to partnering
and group patterning, creating a greater awareness when studying
corps de ballet or group dances.

Strengthening and Flexibility: Students are introduced to and
guided through strengthening and stretching exercises geared to
improve core stability and overall strength as well as target
individual needs.

Musical Theatre Class: Classes are designed to combine music,
songs, dialogue and dance. Students are given the chance to broaden
their knowledge of the skills required for Musical Theatre, using a
variety of Musical repertoire. This is a fantastic opportunity to build
confidence and maximize on skills learnt in Jazz, Drama and
Singing.

FACULTY
RUTH EGERTON-STEIN
ARAD dip PDTD RAD (RTS)
PTLLS
Following her training at the Royal Ballet School Ruth had an
extensive stage career as a dance Soloist working internationally.
This gave her the fantastic opportunity to dance renowned classical
ballets (such as Giselle, La Fille mal Gardee, Coppelia) alongside top
musicals (West Side Story, Cabaret, Evita and many more). Ruth
retired from the stage to bring up her family and discovered the joy of
teaching and the chance it offered to pass on the magic of dance and
theatre. She received her teaching diploma from the Royal Academy
of Dance with distinction and has trained and coached students, in England and Europe, to
successful entry into some of the worlds top vocational dance schools. She has held a series of
lectures in Hamburg on The Art of Safe Teaching Practice and Understanding Dance Technique. As
well as running her own school she maintains links with other dance establishments. She is part of
the teaching faculty at Laine Theatre Arts on the professional dancer’s course where she teaches
ballet. She is also an Associate Lecturer to MA students at Chichester University. She is dedicated to
the safe practice of teaching children whilst maintaining the high standard required for those wishing
to pursue dance as a career, and committed to constant research and study to perfect the teaching of
dance.

NATALIA
SHCHELOKOVA
Dip. PDTD RAD
Following her training in Russia, Natalia has had a highly successful
professional career, dancing as a soloist with The Moscow Festival
Ballet, and as Principal with The Moscow City Ballet Company and
The Moscow Academic Musical Theatre. Natalia is a qualified and
registered teacher with the Royal Academy of Dance, and has a
Diploma with honours in Pedagogic Choreography from The
Russian Academy of Theatrical Arts.

JO KILMINSTER AISTD
Jo currently teaches Tap and Jazz at the renowned musical college
‘Laine Theatre Arts’, where she also trained, gaining her ISTD
teaching qualifications in modern and tap and Diplomas in Dance
and Musical Theatre. She also teaches and choreographs at ‘JulieSianne’ Theatre Arts. Since graduating Jo has worked as a freelance
teacher in many leading dance establishments. She has worked with
Stageone Theatre Company, conducted workshops and summer
schools. During her years of teaching and choreographing her pupils
have consistently achieved outstanding results in examinations and
prestigious competitions; these include The All England Dance Festival, The Janet Cram Award and
The Marjorie Davis Tap Award. Many of Jo’s pupils have gone onto vocational theatre colleges and
are now working in the West End, touring theatres at home and abroad as well as working in TV and
film.

CATHERINE
Dip COT LSDE

HARPER

Catherine initially trained as an Occupational Therapist, and
gained a DipCOT in 1993. As an Occupational Therapist,
Catherine has used Drama extensively to develop confidence
and self esteem. She has taught workshops in a private
capacity on Communication Skills, and supported adults to
use these skills successfully in the world of work and gaining
employment.
Catherine gained her Grade 8 (Gold medal)Solo Acting examination in 2011. Catherine is a
member of Open Air Theatre Company, New Theatre Productions, and has performed a number of
lead roles in their productions since 2001. Catherine has a LAMDA Diploma in Speech and Drama
Education (LSDE). She has taught students from Key Stage 1 through to Key Stage 4 both
individually and in small groups.

HANNILY BENDELL
MA
On graduated from Laban with a BA (hons) in Dance
Theatre, Hannily joined MAP dance company for their UK
tour and completed a MA in Dance Performance. She has
collaborated with Jonzi D, Protein Dance Company,
Rosemary Butcher, Cathy Seago, Shobana Jeyasingh, Colin Poole, Matthias Sperling, Keira Martin,
Gregory Maqoma. Hannily and is now artistic director of Replica Dance Company, a performance
and education company, alongside Thomas Pickard. Replica Dance perform and teach all over the
South of England and were recently artists in residence at Pavilion Dance, Bournemouth and created
their brand new work "4:14", which then went on tour. Hannily and Thomas have worked with
Hampshire Dance Associate Artist, Liz Richards who created a touring work for Replica, entitled
"Happening". The company are mentored by Etta Murfitt (Matthew Bourne's Associate Director),
which is supported by South East Dance.. Hannily has worked in further and higher education and
has a Certificate in Education. She has taught in adult education and led adult contemporary and
creative dance classes.
She taught at the Isle of Wight College for 5 years, leading all BTEC dance modules and ran the
Performing Arts department for a year. She has also taught part time at Chichester College and has
been invited back to create a new touring work for the HNC students. Hannily was also involved
with the CAT programme (Centre for Advanced Training at The Place) and promoted the
programme in West Sussex on behalf of Hampshire Dance.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS.
Acceptance onto the senior course is by audition or invitation only. Successful students will be
committed, passionate and wholly dedicated to their dance training. They must have a suitable, trainable
physique to withstand the intensity and expectancy of training and future employment. They should also
display a positive mental wellbeing. Students are expected to be self motivated, independent and hungry
learners with a realistic chance of a future in dance or musical theatre. Yearly assessments will monitor
each student’s ongoing suitability for the course.

On the Junior Course we welcome all junior students displaying an aptitude and passion for dance who
wish to explore a wider variety of dance genres and a more intense training structure. This is an ideal
introduction to a focused training programme and opportunity to increase training hours with a specially
designed course for this age group.

TERMS OF CONTRACT
Students must attend all timetabled classes. Failure to do so may
jeopardise their place on the course.
Students with injuries should still attend timetabled classes and are
expected to complete an Injury Worksheet based on the scheduled
lesson and class content.
Students are expected to note and keep free all event and
performance dates listed in the calendar.
All Students are required to enter the Choreographic Competition
as it is an important development to their training.
Fees must be paid as published on the 1st day of every month by
direct debit or standing order.
Notice to withdraw from the course must be given before the last
day of the month, in writing, 3 months prior to leaving. Failure to
do so will require 3 months fees in lieu of notice.
Non- payment will result in an additional 33% administration
charge through a consumer debt service.

CONTACT DETAILS

For further enquiries about the course please contact
Ruth Egerton-Stein, tel 01243 605709
r.egertonstein@btinternet.com

LOCATION
Our studios are located in Chichester, West Sussex within easy
walking distance of both rail and bus stations.

Photos by kind permission of Nicola Ann Parfoot. All photos are of
students attending the school.

